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Leadership Development  
‘Ministerial Integrity & Safeguarding’ 
Foreword/Vision: 
 

We are honoured to have this opportunity to share with you an account of our ‘Ghana Mission, 
2018’. There were so many things about this spectacular spiritual journey that whatever we 
share now, we know that we will be leaving out something of equal importance. Therefore, we 
will start by telling you of the high praise we have for God and the deep appreciation we have 
for the mission and everyone who helped to make it possible. We praise the Lord for His high 
and holy calling and for the wisdom and courage He supplies through the Inspired Word and 
the indwelling Spirit to all who responded to the appeal to serve in Ghana this year.  All glory 
and honour are due only to the Lord, who by His creative might and immutable wisdom, has 
made us His partners in this mission. 
 
To our host, Bishop Crentsil Manful (National Administrative Bishop of Church of God Ghana), 
Bishop Andrews Donkor (National Missions Director of Church of God Ghana) and Bishop 
Awusu Ampanso (National Secretary of Church of God Ghana), who offered us the opportunity 
to partner with them in developing and supporting spiritually gifted men and women who serve 
God’s purpose through the Church of God in Ghana; and to all who contributed to the Team 
that went on this year’s mission to do the work of the ministry, thank you.  We pray that the Lord 
will continue to bless and keep you in good health and in His favour.  We also want to give a 
very special ‘thank you’ to Mr and Mrs Denis and Mona Ilogu, Air B&B hosts and friends, for 
their generosity in helping to make our stay at ‘Beaver Dentist’ a beautiful and rewarding 
experience. 
 

We do not have the space in this ‘initial report’ to account fully for our presence in Ghana and 
our involvement in delivering services in partnership with key leaders who serve the purpose of 
Christ through the Church of God in Ghana.  Suffice to say that we are in the will of God doing 
what He ordained for our lives in the current season. 
   
Who would have imagined that the invitation Bishop Donkor extended in 2015 for Bishop B. A. 
Mullings to be the guest speaker at their National Youth Convention would have evolved into a 
yearly Leadership Development Seminar with multiple ministries and philanthropic features 
through which numerous lives are being positively impacted for the glory of God!  It is to God, 
the all-seeing and all-knowing One that we give all the glory, honour and praise.  He created us 
and redeemed us to be His partners in service to humankind (1 Cor 3:9; Eph 2: 10).  Having 
the honoured privilege to share in exploring “Ministerial Integrity and Safeguarding” with the 
Leaders who serve in Church of God Ghana, has ignited a fire of revolution in our lives. We are 
pressing into the Lord so that the integrity of ministry will be redeemed fully for the growth of 
the ministry and the glory of His name.  

“Redeeming the integrity of the ministry of the Church of Jesus Christ 

within the market place of public opinion, is a challenge that we must 

undertake without flinching or respite” 
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 2018 Mission Report 

Prior Planning and Intercession yield good results! 

MISSION TEAM 
(C) Bishop Barrington Mullings 
(L) Sis. Maxine Mulling 
(L) Sis Bev Williams 
(L) Sis Maria Williams 
(R) Sis Irone Williams 
(R) Sis Pat Ferguson 
 
Bishop and Sis Maxine hosted the 
last of our preparation meeting for 
this year’s mission to Ghana. There 
was plenty of delicious food, but, 
alas, water was not turned into wine! 
We achieved our goal even when 
dusk had long past and weary eyes 
began to cross spasmodically! A 

couple of days later it was cars, buses, trains, and airplanes as they say! Ghana here we come! 
 

This year’s mission focused attention on the theme of ‘Ministerial Integrity & Safeguarding’.  It provides 

opportunity for the body of ministers currently serving in Ghana to critically reflect on the nature of the 

integrity that underpins their function in ministry, especially as it relates to their private lives and public 

ministries – and especially with respect to the management of personal sexual passion, money and 

power.  The Team presented developmental training to eighty-seven (87) Bishops, Pastors and Youth 

Directors in Kumasi, and one hundred and five (105) Bishops, Pastors, Youth Directors, Sunday School 

Teachers and Women’s Ministries Presidents in Tamale, over two consecutive weekends.  Through a 

variety of teaching and learning methods such as lectures, discussion forums, and work-shops, a variety 

of themes that speak to the reality of integrity in ministerial function within the specific context of Ghana, 

were undertaken in the power of the Holy Spirit. 

• Bishop B. A. Mullings addressed the issue of ministerial integrity in personal life and ministry, 

with special emphasis on sexual, financial, and power integrity and how such practice constitutes 

a safeguarding framework for the protection of the Church and her message and those who seek 

to access its life-giving power. 

• Maria Williams (Solicitor/Sunday School Teacher – Brooks’ Bar Manchester), brought a 

reasonable and direct challenge about delivering ‘pastoral care to children’ within the context of 

the church.  This challenged traditional beliefs and treatment of children on the basis of the Word 

of God. 

• Pat Ferguson (Safeguarding Lead - Brooks’ Bar Manchester), presented on ‘safeguarding and 

ministerial responsibility’ with a focus on children and vulnerable adults, and as a positive 

response to biblical directives and as a means of evangelizing the next generation for all who 

are involved in the life of the church. 

• Irone Williams (Payroll Manager/Treasurer – Brooks’ Bar Manchester), provoked, challenged 

and inspired all in attendance by her presentation on ‘integrity in finance’. 

• Maxine Mullings (Nurse/Sunday School Teacher/Women’s Ministry President – Brooks’ Bar 

Manchester), addressed the subject of ‘pastoral care service toward home helpers. This 
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highlighted the plight of ‘home helpers’ in Ghana and challenged Christians with home helpers 

to see them through the eyes of the Lord and to so minister to them. 

• Bev Williams (Solicitor/Dept Women’s Ministry President – Brooks’ Bar Manchester), provided 

vital insight into the Ghanaian Legislation about the rights of Home Helpers and how they are to 

be treated by those who secured their services. 

 

The evaluation of the training reveals some very interesting findings. The following key statements have 

been selected from amongst many positive comments primarily because they underscore the value of 

the sacrifice made by all who made the mission possible. 

 

• Ministers have vowed to put into operation a policy for managing monies received in the churches 

they pastor so as to safeguard the integrity of those responsible and to ensure transparency. 

• Women are actively seeking opportunities to learn how to read so that they might become more 

involved in the delivery of services to their children and to the church on a whole (More to say 

about a pilot reading programme under development in 2019 mission report). 

• An early childhood education programme, which caters for some eighty (80) children, primarily 

girls who are from a very poor background, is receiving support from the mission team to improve 

the facilities where the children are accommodated and taught their lesson.  

• Ministers in the Northern Region – Tamale and adjoining Towns – are now actively involved in 

developing a Safeguarding Children’s Board that will serve the church and the wider community. 

(Pat Ferguson is providing consultancy service via skype in the development of this service.)   

 

Bishops Mullings and Amponsa 
in light conversation about the 
seminar in Kumasi 

Reaching out to Bishops and Pastors in Kumasi:. Delegates praying for 
God to open hearts and minds to accept the teaching on integrity and 
safeguarding 
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An overview of Income and Expenditure 
 

Through the generosity and sacrifice of many individuals and church communities – particularly those 

comprising this year’s Mission Team, the positive outcomes that are accounted for in this report, are 

shared to register sincere appreciation for what you have made possible even by your positive response 

of the appeal of the Spirit.  The following is an account of the total income and expenditure for 2018 

Ghana Mission. 

 

INCOME CONTRIBUTIONS 

Brooks’ Bar Mission fund £2,500.00 
Received from Book Sponsors (Leicester/West Croydon/Stevenage & 
Individual Contributors)   

£808.00 

Member Contribution – Manchester £500.00 

Member Contribution – Manchester £500.00 

Member Contribution – Manchester £100.00 
Member Contribution – Manchester £200.00 

NTCG Dudley £300.00 
Personal Gift - Manchester   £300.00 

Team Members (8) Contribution £12,600.00 

Total Income £17,808. 00 

EXPENDITURE  

Printing 600 Books £2190.00 

400 Grove Books £790.00 

Barrels  £120.00 

Shipping Barrels  £180.00 

ASDA - Medical Goods £95.10 

Pound Stretcher – Goods £93.01 

Tamale Church Building Fund £500.00 

Kojo’s School £200.00 

Gifts for Helpers (Ghanaian) £500.00 

Hotel Contribution for team (Brooks’ Bar) £500.00 

Team Members Flights and Hotel for 8 Persons  £12,600.00 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE £17,768.11 

Balance £39.89  

 

 

Our response to the Spirit is not without sacrifice. It is the joy that is within our souls and the glory of 

God that motivate us to give ourselves to the Spirit for the delivery of this work.  We are quite aware that 

nothing that we do for the Lord in obedience to the call of the Spirit will be ineffective and will go 

unrecognized and unrewarded by Him.  So, we serve even as we have opportunity and as the Spirit call. 

In partnership with you: for your financial contributions and fervent prayers, and for the words of 

encouragement you have generously given, we do even as we are directed for the expansion and 

development of the Kingdom of God here on earth. 
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Special Feature 
KOJO, The Charismatic – Inspiring us by his courage and determination to thrive!   

 

‘Dream beautiful dreams and then work and pray that 

these beautiful dreams will come true!’ 

 

Kojo’s story is impressive! His involvement with the 

Mission Programme started in 2016 when he was age 14. 

During a visit to a mechanic within Kojo’s home district in 

the Ashanti Capital of Kumasi, Bishop Mullings saw this 

young boy moving around the unpaved heavily potholed 

street. There was muddy water in many of the potholes 

and Kojo was amongst and within these. Alarmed and 

emotionally stirred by what he was seeing, Bishop 

enquired about the boy. He was distressed by the first 

answer; “Oh him, he is a cripple!” “Don’t worry about him!”  

But the Bishop was filled with anguish. Departing the 

area, he continued to make enquiries about the boy. 

Later that night unable to sleep for an extended period, 

he consulted with Bishop Donkor, and they agreed to make further enquiries. As it happened, one of 

Kojo's family member has a relationship with the Ghana church. More information was obtained, and a 

visit was arranged for a meeting with Kojo and his family the following day. 

 

The family welcomed the visit and explained that he is the son of a mentally ill mother who, along with 

her family, did her best to support and care for him. Appearing shy at first, once he realised that the 

attention from the Bishop was more than just a response to his begging, it soon became apparent that 

Kojo's ability to interact verbally was severely limited, but he seemed to know what was going on and at 

one point just wanted to get on with his customary action of street begging. However, Bishop was not 

‘just another curious passer-by!’   

 

Since meeting Kojo, the mission team has secured and financed his attendance at a residential school 

for the disabled. There he is provided with an education and is helped to develop personal social and 

interaction skills. He was provided with a fully medical and psychological assessment which revealed 

that his spine was damaged and was inoperable and that his cognitive ability would make schooling a 

waste of resources.  Outside of the school term, Kojo returns home to his family. He has been provided 

with wheelchair through the mission. The mission team receives regular updates on his progress at 

school and home via Bishop Donkor and the Missions Department of Church of God Ghana, who visits 

Kojo at home and school so as to oversee and contribute to his care and development. 

 

During our visit to Ghana this year, we visited Kojo as is our custom, this time he was at home with 

family. He was waiting for us when we arrived, having previously been informed of our intended visit, 

and made his way speedily in his wheelchair. He greeted us with the biggest smile ever as we 

disembarked from the minibus. There was an even greater delight and amusement when he referred to 
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Bishop Mullings as his friend: "The white man from America!" The young man has an obvious ‘must 

have’ needs for spectacles?! Zestfully, we will make haste in this direction! 

 

Like the teenager he is, Kojo, after spending time with us, was soon off about his business. The recent 

story is that when not at residential school, he can be seen making his way across heavily potholed side 

roads and busy highways (not an experience for the fainthearted!) as he goes about his socialising, not 

to be seen again by the family until meals and bedtimes. The Lord keeps a watching brief over him as 

Kojo manages skilfully despite the wheelchair having seen better days and in need of renewal. The team 

has concluded that any future chair will need to be robust as Kojo is getting bigger and heavier and alas, 

potholes are getting more profound and more widespread! 

Praising God for his Grace and Goodness 

The marvelous thing about Kojo's story is that his family and community, 

despite their limitations, allow him to be himself while keeping an oversight 

on his health and safety. The involvement of the Church of God in Ghana 

and the mission team is about the relevance of the church, its integrity and 

how it goes about God's work creating the necessary cooperation between 

itself and community. It is another example of how God intervened at ‘just 

the right time' to rescue the sick and afflicted. He has allowed us to make 

that first contact with Kojo, his mother, his family and community at a time 

relevant to Kojo. He now thrives within the scope of what is available in his 

district!  God is wonderful in his nature and power!   

 

“Defend the poor and fatherless: do justice to the afflicted and needy. Deliver the poor and 

needy: rid them out of the hand of the wicked” (Psalm 82: 3-4) 

We confess that amidst the smiles and laughter, there was a sense of sadness as we said our goodbyes 

to this wonderful and spirited young man. His message to us was; "when are you coming again and I 

need another wheelchair to go to school!" our response was – "God willing very soon, Kojo, and, of 

course, yes to your wheelchair!!" 
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Breaking New Grounds 
Tamale Story 

Way back in the 1990’s, Bishop R. O. 

Brown, while serving as Missionary 

Overseer to the Church of God in Ghana, 

had a vison to purchase a plot of land in 

Tamale, a predominant Islamic city in the 

northern regions of Ghana. He believed 

the Holy Spirit was directing him to 

establish a church in that city.  Although 

he had never lived to see the 

establishment of such a work, his vision 

remains true even to this day!  

The work pioneered by Bishop Brown 

found new life through the dedication and 

sacrifical commitment of Bishop Emanuel 

Suuk and family and also that of Bishop 

Donkor and his team of valiant labourers.  This work received needed provision in 2015 when the 

National Youth Convention was held in the city of Tamale.  It was at this time that Bishop B. A. Mullings 

and the Manchester New Testament Church of God became valued partners in the advancement of this 

work of grace by the ordination of the Lord Most High.  Through much prayer and great sacrifices, a 

more reasonable plot of land was obtained over the course of 2017 and plans are a foot to erect a 

purpsoe built edifice so that the growing church can have a more permanent place to congregate. A 

previous site had to be abandoned because of planned community infrastructure and other religious 

challenges and development in the area. This would be a welcome relief from the various difficulties 

being encountered with school administration and poor facilities. 

It was really reassuring to visit the site purchased to build the church edifice in Tamale. Many of the 

bricks for the foundation were on location in readiness to start the new build. The joy was evident to see 

in the eyes of Bishop Suuk, Bishop Donkor and all present when we went to see the land.  The hope of 

the brighter future for the Tamale Congregation has emblazoned the faces of all who are involved in the 

advancement of this vital work of witness in this corner of Ghana and the world. 

At the moment, rather than leaving the two plots of land unused, the newly installed Bishop of Tamale, 

Bishop Emanuel Suuk, who is overseeing the project, has allowed the vendor of the property to plant a 

crop of maise while builders await further instructions and material to lay the foundations of the building. 

While not a necessity, it is a welcome act in light of the economic challenge faced by the neighbourhood. 

It is an example that speaks volumes about the intention fo the church to work in collaboration with the 

community and to seek to build bridges and not fortifications. 

Epilogue: 

There is much work to be done.  We desire to finish what we have started with the Spirit. We need to 

finish what you have helped us to commence.  To do this, your prayers and other means of support are 

still required. 2019 is another year and we hope to be in Ghana in the month of June with your support! 
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Mission Ghana 2019 

 

School of Ministerial Excellence 

In partnership with 

Church of God Ghana 

 

Presents 

 

Leadership Training & Development 

2019 
 

Capacity Expansion and Development 
Growing our Capacity as Agents of God’s Grace  

For Affecting Greater Outcomes in Biblical Spiritual Ministries 

(Becoming Proficient Dispensers in the Administration of Divine Grace) 

 

June 13-23, 2019 

 

@ 

 

 Kumasi and Tamale 

 

 

To contribute financially to this vital mission and the work of the School of 

Ministerial Excellence 

Call any of the following numbers 

Land line: 0161 226 6999 

Mobile: 07706903929 

 

God will bless you for your generosity and faithfulness! 

 

 


